Little Car – 2020 - Life Under Lockdown
Last time the story ended with the engine rebuild just started. Plan A was to assemble the
crankcase with the bits that go round and round, the cylinder block with the bits that go
up and down, then bolt them together along with the cylinder head to keep the rain out,
the sump to keep the oil in and the gearbox that gets little car up hills. This was all going
to be done on the clean bench at the back of my
garage. The assembly would be far too heavy for me
to lift into the car on my own, and I intended relying
on Ken’s muscle plus David’s hoist to lift and drop it
into the car.
Then LOCKDOWN – suddenly they said you’re old
(us not the car), vulnerable and should be shielding.
I’d have to do everything myself. There was likely
to be plenty of time, but no third party muscle and no
borrowed hoist, just little me, unaided!
Plan B: work on the bench to assemble lumps which
I could lift into the car on my own then bolt together
in-situ. Gearbox first, then crankcase with round and
round bits, then cylinder block on its own, then up
and down bits, then cylinder head to keep the rain
out, then sump to keep the oil in, then all the outside bits that
make it go… Not ideal, took much longer, my garage floor
isn’t spotless and it’s quite gritty on the drive, but needs must.
Think of it as occupational therapy!
I hoped to have it ready for FBHCV ‘Drive It Day’, but missed
by one day, starting the re-built engine on April 28th – first time
since last July. I can’t say it ran well immediately, actually
rather feeble, lots of coughing and chugging. There were nuts
and bolts left on the floor, but I think (hope) they were all
replaced by better ones. Step by step it has been adjusted and
tuned. A month and 100 miles later, no coughing or chugging,
no rattle, clatter or bang (so far). And maybe a little more vvvrooom thanks to improved
parts used in re-build. Little car just wants to go, now!
All dressed up but nowhere to go - roll on OPENUP!

